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ABSTRACT 

The proposed thesis deals with the scattering of electromagnetic waves in 

ionospheric and laboratory plasmas. Linear and parametric coupling of waves have 

been studied analytically in these plasmas following a fluid approach. An 

electromagnetic wave transmitted from the ground onto the ionosphere, where an 

obliquely propagating whistler wave exists, suffers Raman scattering. Scattered wave 

travels upwards but can be detected on the ground after it has been reflected back 

from the turning point. The power of the scattered wave is found to increase with 

plasma frequency, frequency of the whistler and the angle of the whistler wave with 

the magnetic field but decreases with frequency of the incident em wave. Analysis 

also shows that the power of the scattered wave is higher for northern Scandinavian 

and Arecibo (Puerto-Rico) heating facilities where magnetic field is inclined to the 

vertical than the equatorial F-region and the power of the scattered wave, in each 

case, is in detectable range. Parametric coupling of an electromagnetic wave with 

obliquely propagating whistler and lower hybrid waves has been studied in the 

ionosphere. It is seen that growth rate is more for whistler waves than the lower 

hybrid waves and whistler waves are scattered at small angle than the lower hybrid 

waves. Anomalous absorption of radio waves is an important phenomena in the 

ionosphere which can lead to the excitation of parametric instabilities. A radio wave 



transmitted onto the ionosphere in presence of a lower hybrid drift wave excites a 

Langmuir wave. Langmuir wave when damps, results in heating of the electrons. Thus 

it constitutes an important absorption mechanism. However, the absorption of the 

radio wave is about 10% and the corresponding electric field of the Langmuir wave 

about 12 times higher than that of the radio wave. This can cause heating of the 

plasma in the ionosphere and can subsequently lead to the parametric instabilities 

in the ionosphere. Excitation of the lower hybrid drift wave in the ionosphere has 

been studied due to the propagation of a high frequency em wave near the critical 

layer in the ionosphere. It is considered to be four wave interaction process of lower 

hybrid drift wave, electromagnetic wave and two electron plasma waves as sidebands. 

Analysis shows that the nonlinear growth rate of the lower hybrid drift wave is much 

higher for 1 < krLe  < 1.5 as compared to the kru  < 1 where r1  is the electron 

Larmor radius and is the wave number of the lower hybrid drift wave. In the last 

chapter, we discuss the scattering of millimeter waves off whistler and lower hybrid 

waves in a tokamak. As whistler and lower hybrid waves propagate obliquely, they 

perturb the density of the plasma. A high frequency electromagnetic wave sent into 

such a region suffers scattering. The scattered power decreases with the frequency 

of the incident wave. Scattered power is large in case of electromagnetic wave 

scattering from the whistler waves than from the lower hybrid waves. 
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